Timeline Project
You will be creating a timeline about a topic.
For this project we will use a web-based application: timeline.knightlab.com
Once on the site, you will use the spreadsheet template - it will show up in your Google
Drive - just rename it to something that makes sense and move it into your Dig Lit Folder.
This is the file that you will put your data in.
Leave the title columns alone - I repeat - Leave the title columns alone - and replace the
sample data with your own facts.
Why you may ask? This file is loaded into a computer program that is expecting the
columns to contain certain information - even if you don’t need that column for this
project leave it in the file but just don’t put any information into it.
I would recommend starting with just one fact - get it to save, publish and view;
Does your timeline display correctly?
If yes
then continue by adding a second line of data
Else
figure out what is wrong.
Project Details
1. Include at least 6 slides/facts plus one title slide
2. Give brief descriptions in your own words, remember to include how the
advancement of technology improved/affected your topic
3. Include images - you will link to online versions of these - if you would like to use
your own images we can look into making this happen
4. Include the media and source citations
5. Once complete - copy the link and the embed code
- post both on your blog
- sometimes a link works better and other times the embed does...
Here is an example of the sheet I used to create the demo timeline

Just a few of the very many potential ideas to pursue:
- try to pick a topic where you can give some background/history, pros/cons, how it
works, significance of the topic to society, culture or economy. A presentation should not
just be a list of items, right?
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Biofuel
Solar Power
Cell phones (history of or technically how they work)
Ecommerce
Crypto Currencies (how they work)
Social Media
Science or Technology Innovation
History of…
Biography of...
A topic of interest to you …

We will review your topic choices before you start putting together the timeline - to be
sure there is enough of a plan in place so that you can put together a useful and effective
presentation.

